Over the top frames of golf cars. Company and vinyl plastic windshield fittings, tires and welded tubular steel frame have maximum carrying capacity of a line of accessories available.

Club Car, Inc., features the Caroche four-wheel electric golf car, the Caroche four wheel electric personnel carrier, the Caroche four wheel electric utility truck, the Caroche hardtop cab golf car and the Caroche four wheel electric Islander (Resorter). Cars have fiberglass body and aluminum frames; optional features are: plastic canopy, windshield, head and taillights, extra bag attachments and hardtop cab.

Cushman Motors, Div. Outboard Marine Corp. Makes electric and gas four-wheel cars (Town & Fairway, Gran Cushmann-400), electric and gas three-wheelers (Grand Cushman-300), electric four wheeler (Trophy 400) and electric three wheeler (Trophy 300). All models have steel body and frame with automatic steering. Gran Cushman models feature horizontal bag racks and brake warning buzzer.

E-Z-Go Car Company, Div. Textron, Inc. Electric cars, three wheeled X-444 and four-wheeled X-440, feature leaf springs and hydraulic shock absorbers, capable of 12 mph speeds. Gas models (GX-440 with three wheels and GX-44 with four) have two-cycle, single cylinder, air cooled engines, fully automatic forward and reverse drive and steel body and frame.

Citation Mfg. Company is exhibiting the electronic Golf Caddy.

Browning showing the Bag Boy Master with seat, New Handle Fold model, white balloon tires. Bag Boy Automatic; Bag Boy Manual Fold model; Bag Boy Rental Pull Cart; Play Day pull cart; Clubster club carrier.

Sit-N-Rest Golf, Inc., makes a combination golf cart/golf bag.

Motor Appliance Corp., showing a complete line of battery chargers for golf cars and personnel carriers. Twelve to 36-volt chargers with recessed timer, pilot light to show operating condition. Series E battery chargers cannot be damaged due to short circuit condition or accidental reverse polarity.

Maynard Sales International, Inc., features the Maynard Electronic Caddy, which operates through a homing device activated by a small transmitter carried in a pocket or clipped onto a belt. The transmitter sends a signal to a receiver inside of Maynard. Two analog computers calculate the speed, distance and direction of the golfer and automatically translate these signals into power pulses for the pair of electric motors.

Otis Elevator Company features its four-wheel electric golf car with steering wheel and Cyclocab body and frame. Car has full width storage pocket on the back of each seat. Featured models are the S-71, Executive S7IE and the Resorte Model 580 R-6, 580 R-9.

Pargo, Inc., offers the Model 803, a three-wheeled car and Model 804, a four wheeler, both electric. Features include automotive steering, leaf spring rear suspension: maximum speed is 11 mph, and both cars are made of reinforced fiberglass with choice of body colors.

Motor Appliance Corp., showing a complete line of battery chargers for golf cars and personnel carriers. Twelve to 36-volt chargers with recessed timer, pilot light to show operating condition. Series E battery chargers cannot be damaged due to short circuit condition or accidental reverse polarity.

ESB Brands, Inc., features the EV-88 and the EV-106 batteries with polypropylene construction, giving more lead and acid capacity, one piece covers that eliminate electrical leakage and quarter turn vent cap for quick servicing.

General Battery Corp. features the polypropylene battery for performance demands of electric vehicles.

Gould, Inc., features battery chargers and power breed golf car batteries for complete battery systems for electric vehicles.

Hewson Control Devices, Inc., presents an electronically controlled golf caddy that follows the golfer by remote control.

Playmaster Corp. features its Model 50IE electric, four-wheel golf car with ice chest, bag well, which holds up to four bags, automotive steering and drink holders as standard equipment. Cigarette lighter, battery condition indicator, lights and canopy are optional.

Southern Golf Equipment, Inc., features the Capri-100. Electric, 93 inches by 45 inches; top wheel covers, safety
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AMF/Harley-Davidson Motor Company, Inc., offers three-and four-wheel electric and gasoline cars. Four-wheel cars have independent front wheel suspension; rear wheels have coil springs, torsional stabilizer and hydraulic dampers. All models have maximum carrying capacity of 750 pounds, low-profile, tubeless tires and welded tubular steel frame and molded, fiberglass body. Full line of accessories available.

Blue Dot Tops features fiberglass top and vinyl plastic windshield fittings over top frames of golf cars. Company

says installation time runs about 15 minutes.

Maynard Sales International, Inc., features the Maynard Electronic Caddy, which operates through a homing device activated by a small transmitter carried in a pocket or clipped onto a belt. The transmitter sends a signal to a receiver inside of Maynard. Two analog computers calculate the speed, distance and direction of the golfer and automatically translate these signals into power pulses for the pair of electric motors.

Hewson Control Devices, Inc., presents an electronically controlled golf caddy that follows the golfer by remote control.

Playmaster Corp. features its Model 50IE electric, four-wheel golf car with ice chest, bag well, which holds up to four bags, automotive steering and drink holders as standard equipment. Cigarette lighter, battery condition indicator, lights and canopy are optional.

Southern Golf Equipment, Inc., features the Capri-100. Electric, 93 inches by 45 inches; top wheel covers, safety
of golf bags in vinyl, leather, buckskin with matching headcovers and carryalls.

Aldila exhibits its line of graphite shafts and introduces a new shaft and club line, with a wide variety of weights and flexes on display.

All Star Pro Golf Company shows the All Star Sunburst irons and woods. Irons have triple chrome plated steel forgings with contoured back weight design to aid in hitting down and through. Also the Golden Star and the XL irons and woods. Complete line of ladies' and mens' golf bags.

American Precision Golf shows the American line of golf clubs with heel and toe weighting.

AMF/Ben Hogan Company introduces the Director model with forged steel heads (irons only), heel and toe weighting; High Crown featuring a higher crown on woods, profiling designed for more clubhead mass; the Saber featuring rounded sole design and classic contouring, Dura-Ply head on woods and forged heads with uniform weight distribution from heel to toe, nickel chrome plating on irons. Also shown will be a wide variety of expanded vinyl golf bags; the Apex and Hogan Star golf ball lines, featuring liquid centers.

Arnold Palmer Golf Company, Div. of Professional Golf Company, features the Lady Palmer forged stainless steel irons with conventional hosel design; the Arnold Palmer FTD square toe design forged stainless steel irons, heavily sole weighted, with Dynamic shaft. Complete line of Palmer and Charger golf balls. Complete line of golf bags, shoes and gloves.

Around-The-Green Enterprises features its line of putters, chippers, with two new putter models to be introduced. Putters have end weighted heads of nickel and brass alloy, chrome blue or red shafts. Chippers have brass heads shaft in chrome and anodized blue, green or gold.

Burton Mfg. Company features a complete line of Leather Tex and expanded vinyl golf bags. Penfold golf balls in American and British sizes.

Butchart Nicholls shows its SCX golf clubs with investment cast stainless steel irons, heel and toe weighting. Woods have Cyclocel inserts with brass heel, toe weighting. Custom specifications can be ordered at no extra cost.

Carbonite Company offers a full line of graphite shafted golf clubs.

Chico's Tomahawk, Inc., shows its line of custom-made putters, pitching wedges and handmade putter covers as well as the Rake sandwedge.

Clover Golf Company, Inc., features its new Go-Rilla golf clubs by Jaydar with Dynamic steel shafts, investment cast heads, precise weight distribution for better control of pitch shots.

Otey Crisman Putter Company offers custom-made putters, pitching wedges and putters featuring hickory, steel, aluminum or bamboo shafts.

George Diehr Golf Repair features its line of handmade woods and putters.

Double Eagle Div. of Ajay Enterprises Corp. shows investment cast stainless steel irons with heel and toe weighting, broad sole, semi-square toe and square toe, flare designs. Woods have special insert. Featured will be the Double Eagle, XSP, San Franciscan and the Marilyn Miller models. Tru Sphere, Double Eagle, Professional and Pro Master golf balls. Also range balls and Ajay golf gloves with Velcro fasteners. Golf carts and golf cart/bag combinations. Kaddie Kart steel or aluminum golf carts.

Dunlop Tire and Rubber Corp. shows a complete line of golf clubs, featuring: the new Dunlop 7000 investment cast stainless steel irons and woods with Dynamic unitized shaft; Bert Yancy forged stainless steel irons with heel and toe weighting. Also, showing Maxpower, Maxfli Bob Charles and Gundy (ladies') models of golf clubs. Complete line of Surlyn covered golf balls and leather and expanded vinyl golf bags.